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Abstract

We present a novel unsupervised method for discovering
objects in image sequences. Instead of using spatial ho-
mogeneity to partition pixels into regions, we group pix-
els into large temporally coherent clusters (TCCs) having a
unique temporal signature. Each cluster’s temporal signa-
ture is explained by hypothesizing the arrival and departure
of a small set of objects. Explanations of less ambiguous
clusters are used to disambiguate the explanations of their
more complicated neighbors. The recovered objects and ar-
rival/departure events explain each frame in the image se-
quence by specifying (1) which objects are present, (2) the
ways in which they occlude each other, and (3) the pixels in
the frame that are not part of the background or the objects.

Our framework ignores distracting motion, correctly
deals with occlusion (including mutual occlusion), and re-
covers entire objects even in cases where they are partially
occluded in every frame. Because we do not use spatial
information in our clustering steps the technique is signi£-
cantly different from and complements traditional spatially
based segmentation algorithms. The recovered 2D object
masks are suitable for unsupervised training and initializa-
tion of object recognition and tracking systems.

1. Introduction

Computers capable of intelligent interaction with physical
objects must £rst be able to discover and recognize them.
“Object Discovery” is the problem of grouping all observa-
tions springing from a single object without including any
observations generated by other objects. The entire spatial
intelligence hierarchy (i.e., understanding objects, relations,
actions, and activities) hangs upon the problem of object
discovery. Without object discovery, systems addressing
any signi£cant portion of spatial intelligence will necessar-
ily be brittle, domain-speci£c, and require large-scale hand
training by humans.

In this paper we describe a novel approach to object dis-
covery that achieves good results for the quasi-stationary
case (i.e., the case in which all discovered objects are sta-
tionary for some small period of time). Our system per-
forms object discovery by recovering and explaining the
temporal structure found in each pixel’s stream of obser-
vations. While the results we present super£cially resem-
ble those obtained by segmentation algorithms that assume
local homogeneity of object characteristics (e.g., color, tex-
ture and ¤ow vectors [1, 2, 4]) we use only temporal infor-
mation to perform pixel clustering. As such, our approach is
complementary to the existing body of segmentation work
and represents a novel attack on the problem of object dis-
covery. The advantages of our method include: (1) Low
frame rate requirements (i.e., 1-5Hz); (2) Entire objects are
discovered even in cases where they are always partially oc-
cluded; (3) Complex occlusion relationships are recovered
(including mutual occlusion); (4) Violation of our assump-
tions can be robustly detected, allowing us to discard prob-
lematic sequences rather than generate false hypotheses to
explain them.

2. Algorithm

Our algorithm is divided into low-level, mid-level and high-
level phases. The low-level operator considers each pixel
independently through time and computes its temporal sig-
nature. The mid-level process groups pixels with consistent
temporal signatures into large temporally coherent clusters
(TCCs). Finally, the high-level reasoning phase explains
each TCC at every frame by specifying the set of objects
present in the TCC at the frame and the single object that is
visible. From the TCC explanations we generate an inter-
pretation of the entire sequence. This interpretation has two
parts:

1. A complete description of each stationary object that
arrives or departs during the sequence.



Figure 1: Selected frames from the sequence used as an example in this paper. In this sequence a person places and
removes a chair, beanbag and wastebin. No frame contains the entire beanbag (i.e., in all frames containing the beanbag it is
partially occluded by either the chair or the wastebin). We correctly recover an entire exemplar of each stationary object in the
sequence including the beanbag. Furthermore we provide a consistent explanation of every frame in terms of the stationary
objects present, how they occlude each other and those pixels that cannot be explained by the stationary objects (i.e., the true
foreground). (The sequence contains 320 frames digitized at 240×320 @5Hz, frames 0, 26, 87, 150, 190, 244, 276, and 299
are shown here.)

2. A complete reconstruction of each frame in the se-
quence that includes:

• The set of stationary objects present in the frame;

• The ways the objects occlude each other;

• The set of pixels in the frame that cannot be ex-
plained by the set of stationary objects present in
the frame (i.e., the true foreground pixels).

2.1 Computing Temporal Signatures

Our lowest level operator considers each pixel location in-
dependently and constructs its temporal signature. A pixel’s
temporal signature encodes when the pixel is stable and
when it is in the midst of changing from observing one sta-
tionary object to observing a different stationary object (see
Figure 2).

2.2 Clustering Temporal Signatures

The mid-level process groups pixel locations into tempo-
rally coherent clusters (TCCs) according to their tempo-
ral signatures. Because our high-level reasoning bene£ts
from large regions of support, the clustering seeks to max-
imize cluster size while guaranteeing intra-cluster temporal
consistency. It is important to note that while the obtained
TCCs exhibit a high degree of spatial cohesion, spatial in-
formation is not used to construct them. Rather, the spa-
tial cohesion arises from the reliable agreement of temporal
structure found in pixels that have observed the same set of
objects.

To perform the clustering we begin with a single large
cluster containing all the pixels and split it into smaller and
smaller clusters. Each time a cluster is split, the constituent
clusters are guaranteed to be temporally more consistent
than their cluster of origin. Splitting continues until each
cluster contains only those pixel locations that agree about
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Figure 2: The temporal signature constructed by our sys-
tem for the pixel at row 195 column 150. Step one examines
each atomic interval (i.e., a 4 sec long interval) for stabil-
ity. If every observation on the interval is close to its mean
the entire interval is marked as stable. Step two £nalizes
the temporal signature by comparing the atomic intervals on
either side of each unstable region. As noted on the line con-
taining the temporal signature, the comparisons at A and at
C both indicate interrupted observation of a single stationary
object (i.e., stationary 0 is interrupted at A while stationary 1
is interrupted at C). In contrast, the comparisons at B and D
suggest transition from observation of one stationary object
to observation of another.
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Figure 3: Grouping pixels into temporally coherent clusters
(TCCs) according to their temporal signatures (see Figure
2). Starting from a single large cluster, each cluster is split
until it contains only pixel locations that agree about when
transitions from one stationary interval to the next occurred.
The £nal clusters are temporally coherent, effectively con-
taining only pixels that have observed exactly the same set
of objects. For example the top cluster contains those pixels
that observe only the chair (for our purposes its shadow and
re¤ection are part of the chair). The middle cluster contains
those pixels that observe only the beanbag, while the bottom
cluster contains those pixels that observe both the chair and
the beanbag. It is important to note that while the obtained
TCCs exhibit a high degree of spatial cohesion, spatial infor-
mation is not used to construct them.

when transitions from one stationary interval to the next oc-
curred. Intuitively, these £nal temporally coherent clusters
contain only pixels having observed exactly the same set of
objects.

2.3 Event Labeling and Propagation

The high-level reasoning phase explains each TCC gen-
erated by the mid-level temporal grouping on a frame by
frame basis. The explanation of a TCC at a particular frame
speci£es the set of objects present in the TCC at the frame as
well as which object is is in front of the others (i.e., visible).
Thus the reasoning phase proceeds in two distinct steps:

1. The TCC determines the set of objects present at the
frame by adopting objects from its less complicated
neighbor TCCs;

2. The TCC decides which object is in front of the others
at the frame by comparing the appearance of the entire

region at the frame with its appearance in frames for
which the front object is already known.

The reasoning in the £rst step of the event labeling and
propagation is tractable because of a single important as-
sumption: Proportionally few pixels observe the boundaries
of two distinct objects. In other words, while object bound-
aries often intersect, they are rarely coincident for more than
a few pixels at a stretch. Given this assumption, boundaries
between TCCs occur at the edges of objects that occlude or
are occluded by another object. Accordingly, for two neigh-
boring TCCs the inner TCC has always observed exactly the
same set of objects its outer neighbor has observed, plus one
additional object its outer neighbor has not observed. Thus
a TCC with outer neighbors that have each observed N − 1

objects has in turn observed N objects. For this reason, the
outermost TCCs are the least ambiguous and always con-
tain pixels that have observed a single object. Their tran-
sitional events can be con£dently labeled as the arrival and
departure of that object. Because their inner neighbors are
guaranteed to have also observed the same object, the outer
TCCs’ labeled object events are propagated inward. Mov-
ing inward, each TCC’s set of observed objects is exactly
the set of all objects its outer neighbors have witnessed.

Step two of the TCC explanation phase has the same
bootstrapping ¤avor as the £rst step. Instead of propagating
objects and their events between TCCs, appearance models
of the objects within the TCC are propagated from simpler
frames to more complex frames, in turn generating new ap-
pearance models. Knowing which object is in front at a
given frame allows us to initialize or update that object’s
appearance model using the values of the pixels in the TCC
at that frame. Because the system knows the set of objects
existing in the TCC at every frame, it can use the appear-
ance models initialized in frames containing fewer objects
to determine which object is in front for those frames con-
taining comparatively more objects. For details of the rea-
soning performed in this phase, including special cases not
covered in this sketch, please see [3].

3. Results
The event labeling and propagation phase discovers the true
background and a small set of objects. The objects are de-
scribed by 2D object masks along with their arrival and de-
parture events. This set of background, objects, and object
events explains the pixels in each frame, except for those
pixels observing non-stationary objects in the frame (i.e.,
the true foreground). An explanation of a particular frame
in the sequence thus consists of the background, the set of
objects present at that frame, the way in which those ob-
jects occlude each other, and the foreground observations
of moving objects not explained by the background and sta-
tionary objects (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Results for the 320 frame beanbag sequence. (A)
The stationary objects discovered include the background,
chair, beanbag and wastebin. The entire beanbag is recov-
ered despite being partially occluded whenever present. (B)
The arrival, presence and departure intervals for each ob-
ject. (C) The explanation of each frame in the sequence in-
dicates which stationary objects are present and describes
the occlusion relationships among them. Our framework
successfully deals with mutual occlusion by determining the
front object for temporally coherent regions (TCCs) rather
than for entire object masks. Pixels in the actual frame but
not in the reconstructed frame are labeled as non-stationary
pixels and correspond to the true foreground. Although ev-
ery frame in the sequence is explained, space constraints
limit us to displaying only the explanation of frame 190.
The holes in the recovered object appearance models cor-
respond to portions of the object that look so much like the
background that they appear stationary throughout the en-
tire sequence. For instance, holes in the top of the chair are
caused by the similarity of its appearance to the black £ling
cabinet and the dark squares on the checkered cubes.

4. Conclusion
Our framework ignores distracting motion, correctly deals
with occlusion (including mutual occlusion), and recov-
ers entire objects even in cases where the objects are par-
tially occluded in every frame. Because we do not use
spatial information to perform our clustering, our technique
is signi£cantly different from and complements traditional
spatially based segmentation algorithms. Additionally, se-
quences that violate our assumptions may be robustly de-
tected and ignored. This characteristic well suits our ap-
proach to train and initialize object recognition and tracking
systems without requiring human supervision. As such, our
method represents signi£cant progress toward solving the
object discovery problem. For more details about the sys-
tem, please see our companion technical report [3] available
at http://crl.research.compaq.com/.
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